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ABSTRACT
Derivation of the fluid. loop temperature profile for the
Phase B model with. TED's attached is developed as a function of
position, incident radiation intensity, input fluid loop temp-
erature and. TED current. Th.e associated. temperature of the rad-
iator is also developed so that the temperature difference
across the TED can be .determined. for each. position. The temper-
ature difference is used. in determining optimum operating cond.i-
tions and, available generated. electrical power.
Ad.d.itional comparison data is presented. for the Phase B
model. It is shown for a degraded surface that the TED system
has more or less heat rejection capability depending on the orbit
position used. in the comparison. The TED system is favored in
high incident radiation flux positions and. the Phase B radiator
is favored. in low incident radiation flux positions. It is shown
for all positions considered that the required heat rejection
capacity of the Phase B model is either met under powered con-
d.itions with. the TED system or exceeded under zero input elec-
trical power conditions.
The Intermediate TED Analysis is given in completed. form.
Heat sinked. TED's are considered over a range in temperature
from 2700 K to 330 0 K under various radiation environments and.
o/cE from .1 to 1.0. Data is given which permits determination
of optimum (2/a)A and, input electrical power for maximum heat
transferred and. dynamic range of control. The COP is given for
maximum heat transferred as well as showing dramatic improvements
in COP at somewhat reduced heat rejection capability. Good.
correlation has been established between the model used in this
study and, closed. form expressionsused in the Phase B study.
iii
Two different concepts were analyzed. in a preliminary
manner to show feasibility. These were a TED-heat pipe config-
uration and a thin film TED-radiator arrangement. Both systems
have merit and. should be further studied. The thin film radiator
has a feature which permits better zero current heat rejection
capability than the bulk approach taken in our present study.
iv
PURPOSE
The purpose of this investigation is to perform a systems
analysis of active thermal control using thermoelectric devices
and. compare the results with performance data and. requirements
of the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company, Phase B Space
Station.
v
DERIVATION OF THE PHASE B FLUID LOOP TEMPERATURE PROFILE
EXPRESSION WITH TED'S ATTACHED
A differential equation has been found. which when solved.
for a given set of conditions gives the temperature of the
freon in a given fluid. loop of a Phase.B radiator with TED's
attached as a function of current and, position along the loop.
Conditions such as incident radiation flux and inlet temperature
may be varied.. The differential equation can be derived from
four basic equations. The first two equations are for the heat
flowing into the spacecraft per couple. See Fig. l(a).
Q/couple = 2SIT1 + I pi/a - 2k(a/1)(TL-Ts) (1)
Q/couple = 5O - KA(TS-T0 ) + 2SI(TL-Ts) + 21 2 p //a (2)
where S=Seebeck coefficient, I=current, p=resistivity, X/a=ratio
of leg length to leg c-ross-sectional area, k=thermal conductivity,
;0=absorbed radiation flux, and KA(TS-T0 ) is the linearized T
radiation law.
The second two equations are for an increment of heat, dQ,
entering the fluid. loop along a length of tubing d.I j in which
the fluid temperature changes by an amount dT F . See Fig. l(b).
dQ = C(Tl-TF)dl. (3)
dQ = mCpd.TF , (4)
where C is the thermal conductance of material between T 1 and
T F for 1 cm of tubing length, m is the fluid mass flow rate,
and C is the specific heat of the fluid.
p
Equation (1) is solved. for TS, and T S is substituted into
equation (2) giving,
1
T
s vL
Spacecraft
(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Physical Basis of Four Starting Equations.
(a) TED and radiator fin arrangement. See Fig. 3 for more
detail. (b) Fluid loop segment.
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Q/couple = 2k/(2+(~./a)(KA+2SI))[70 +KATO-(,/a)(KA+2SI)
x (-2SIT1 -I 2 p./a + 2k(a/I)T 1 )/2k+2SIT1 +2I 2 p X/a] (5)
Equations (3) and. (4) are set equal and solved for T 1 giving,
T 1 = (rCp/C)dTF/d.' + TF (6)
which is substituted for T 1 in equation (5). Hence,
Q/couple = 2k/(2k+(U/a)(KA+2SI)) [O0 +KATO-( 2/a)(KA+2SI) (7)
x ((2k a/. - 2SI)((ihCp/C)dTFd.)+TF)-I 2 pj/a)/2k
+ 2SI((rhC /C)dTF/d.l +TF) + 2I2pR/a]
It is necessary to eliminate Q/couple from this expression in
order to get an equation in which T F is the only unknown varia-
ble. We assume there is one thermoelectric' couple per cm of
tubing length.. Hence, there is (do.'/1 cm) number of couples
per length. d) I. Multiplying Q/couple by (d. /cm) gives us dQ.
Therefore, we can multiply equation (7) by(d.j/cm) and set it
equal to equation (4). Rearranging terms and setting 0 =
<O¢Asin(E Q/L) we get a differential equation of the form:
dTF/d. + A'T F = Gsin(n.'/L)+E (8)
The solution to this equation is,
TF( II) = Ye-A +LA'Gsin(n 9/L)-(n/L)Gcos(t9/L)
+ [(x/L)2 +A2 +E/A' ,(9)
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where
¥ = Tinlet + (-/L)G/A ,+ R )2 -E/A'
Tinlet = fluid temperature at X)= 0
L = total length. of one fluid. loop
A = £hcp/C -[fhCp(2k+(KA+2SI)i/a)J - -2kKA+2SI(KA+2SI)i/a]3
= length. of tubing between a given point on a fluid
loop and. the inlet manifold..
G = -2CkO(0A/QCp [(KA+2SI) (2SI-C )/a- 2k(KA+Cj)
E = -2CkKAT + [(i/a)(K1A+2SI)/2k+2 I pJ/aj
t ihC L(KA+2SI)(2SI-C)/a- 2k(KA+C)
Equation (9) is the desired expression which characterizes
the performance of TED's as applied to the phase B space station
model. It is useful in obtaining the fluid. temperature over the
full loop or any portion 'thereof.
An expression for T 1 as a function of position and. current
is found. by solving equation (8) for dTF/d. and substituting
for dTF/d.X in equation (6). Then once TF from equation (9)
has been found, T 1 may be calculated. for identical position and
current from,
T1(,,I) = TF(2,I) [limCA/c + ihC/C [Gsin(n L)+E7.
,i) = TF(2 , I) I1- p
An expression for T S is found by setting equations (1)
and. (2) equal and solving for TS,
TS((,I) += T( A ,I) Ikp(a/3) (2k(a/))+KA+2SI)
+ (O + KATO + I p/a) , (2k(a/))+KA+2SI)
4
These expressions for TF, T1, and. T S are used. in finding
the heats rejected and electrical input powers as presented. in
the section comparing the Phase B Model with and without TED's.
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INTERMEDIATE COMPARISON OF PHASE B MODEL
The average heat rejection capability of the Phase B Space
Station without TED's attached and with. a surface absorptivityo(,
of .4 was found. by averaging the heat rejection capability in Set
I, IV, V, VI, and VII conditions. The number thus obtained is
approximately 19,420 watts. A certain'position under Set IV
orbit conditions has been found. for which the heat rejection
capability of the Phase B Model without TED's (19,450 watts),
is close to this average. This position is taken as an average
orbit position and. is labled as position no. 2 in Figure 2. One
side of the Space Station is in full sun light while the other
side is in complete darkness. The simplifying assumption is
made that no Earth radiation is incident on the radiator surfaces
of the module. Position no. 1, shown in Figure 2, is the case
for worst possible radiation loading, having full Sun flux inci-
d.ent on one side and. Earth infrared. radiation and albed.o on the
other side. Position no. 3 is in the Earth's shadow, with Earth.
infrared. radiation incident on one side and. darkness on the other.
Through computer evaluation of the expression for the fluid
loop temperature as a function of TED current and. position along
th.e loop, the outlet fluid temperature was found for both sides
of the Space Station for each. of the three positions shown in
Figure 2. The heat lost from the fluid between the inlet and
outlet manifolds was then calculated from the relation:
Qrejected/lop = mCp(TF,in TF,out )
where TF is the fluid temperature at the inlet manifold,
F,in
C is the specific heat of the fluid, and mi is the mass flow
rate of the fluid. through the loop. A summary of the heat
rejected. for both sides of the spacecraft in the three orbit
positionsis given in Table 1. Comparison is made between the
Phase B Model with TED's attached. and powered. at optimum current
(constant current throughout each fluid loop) and the Phase B
6
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Figure 2. Three Positions Analyzed in Set IV Orbit.
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TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON OF PHASE B MODEL
PHASE B MODEL WITHOUT TED'S
(Heat Rejected.)
Position Left Side Right Side
PHASE B MODEL WITH TED'S POWERED
FOR MAXIMUM HEAT REJECTION
(Heat Rejected./Electrical Input Power)
Position Left Side Right Side
1 4,719/11,920 5,919/11,551 10,638/23,471
2 4,719/11,920 14,512/2,647 19,231/14,567
3 9,438/6,637 14,512/2,647 23,950/9,284
PHASE B MODEL WITH TED'S POWERED TO
APPROXIMATE HEAT REJECTION OF PHASE B MODEL WITHOUT TED'S
(Heat Rejected/Input Power)
Position Left Sid.e Right Side
Heat rejection and. input power is given in watts.
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Total
1 2,401 4,910 7,311
2 2,401 17,o49 19,450
3 9,738 17,049 26,787
Total
Total
1 2,782/1,494 4,937/1,636 7719/3,130
2 2,782/1,494 N.A. N.A.
3 9,438/6,637 N.A. N.A.
Model without TED's attached. Input power for optimum current
is given for powered. TED's.
Note that on the Sun side in position no. 1, the system
with TED's powered at optimum current rejects approximately
twice as much. heat as the system with. no TED's. In position no.
2, the total heat rejected is about the same with. and. without
TED's and. is about 4,000 watts above the defined Phase B require-
ment of 15,350 watts. In position no. 3 the system with TED's
powered at optimum current rejects 3,000 watts less than the
system with no TED's but still rejects 8,600 watts more than the
requirement. It should be emphasized that position no. 2 does
not represent an average position for Set IV heat rejection but
represents a general average position not associated. with any
specific Set condition. The average Phase B heat rejection
without TED's in Set IV conditions has been given as 15,400 watts,
whereas the heat rejection in position no. 2 of Fig. 2 is 19,450
watts, well above the Set IV average. The current needed to meet
the required. 15,350 watts is -1.3 amps on both. sides of the
spacecraft in position no. 2. No current is needed to meet the
requirement in position no. 3 since 18,100 watts are rejected at
zero current. Using the TED's as power generators in position
no. 3 would. not only produce extra power, but also increase heat
rejection capability over the zero current value of 18,100 watts.
Th.e output power in position no. 3 with. the TED's electrically
in series with. a load. of resistance equal to the sum
of the TED resistances would be 213.5 watts. The current flow-
ing through the TED's would. be -. 6 amps, and. the new value of
heat rejected would be 19,818 watts. Where possible, in Table I,
the electrical input power is given that is needed to match. the
heat rejection capability of the Phase B Mod.el with no TED's.
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INTERMEDIATE TED ANALYSIS
Introduction
Thermoelectric devices using standard Bi2Te3 alloys have
been characterized as thermal control elements for spacecraft
in earth. orbit. The amount of heat that can be pumped into or
out of a spacecraft to maintain it at a given control tempera-
ture has been found. for a range of control temperatures from
270 0 K to 3300 K. For each. of these temperatures, TED behavior
has been analysed. for a number of radiator surface absorbtivi-
ties and. emissivities, and. also for the radiator tilted. with.
respect to the Sun, from full Sun intensity to a dark oriented
surface.
Basic Analysis
A heat sink at temperature T 1 was used. to simulate the
spacecraft, which was to be maintained. at this fixed. control
temperature. Th.is heat sink model is shown in Figure 3(a).
The TED, consisting of one couple, is placed. between the heat
sink and. a radiator fin with. the surface parameters shown. The
solar constant is 0=1.4 KW/m2  The heat flow into or out of
2
the heat sink, Q1, in Watts per m of radiator area, is the
quantity of interest. It is defined. as positive when flowing
into the heat sink. Positive electrical current, I causes an
increase in Q1 in the positive direction. The thermoelectric
parameters listed, beside each. semiconductor leg are defined in
Table II. The difference between QS and Q1 is the electrical
input power to the couple.
Figure 3(b) shows the dimensions of a semiconductor leg.
The thermoelectric parameters of Bi2Te3 are close enough in
magnitude that the cross sectional areas of the legs, a, can
be kept the same. The thermoelectric parameters for n- and p-
type materials are thus averaged together. It has been shown
that the same results are obtained. with TED's in a space en-
vironment having an (i/a) value as long as the geometry fac-
10
Qinc = ' 1 AsinV
A = Radiator Fin
Area -
-S(T)
k T
p- T
- T)
\
IEAT SINK +Q 1 \
(a) Spacecraft Model: Heat Sink with TED and radiator fin.
- a = cross sectional area
System Parameter of importance
for optimization:
/ /GEOMETRY FACTOR = (f/a)A
(b) Dimensions of TED Semiconductor leg, P- or N- Type.
Figure 3. Heat Sink Model With. TED (a) and Semiconductor Leg
Geometry (b).
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TABLE II
DEFINITIONS: SEE FIGURE 3 AND TABLE III.
N - AND P - TYPE THERMOELECTRIC PARAMETERS ARE AVERAGED TOGETHER. MATERIAL IS Bi2Te 5.
THE TEMPERATURE VARYING THERMOELECTRIC PARAMETERS ARE FITTED WITH FOURTH ORDER
POLYNOMIALS.
THE PARAMETERS ARE AVERAGED OVER THE TEMPERATURE RANGE OF OPERATION USING THESE
POLYNOMIALS.
1. S(T) = SEEBECK COEFFICIENT, ±V/°K
S 1 IS EVALUATED AT T 1
SS IS EVALUATED AT T S
2. k(T) = THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY, WATTS/cm/ OK
3. p(T) = ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY, n-c.m
4. AT = T S - T 1
5. AQ = Q( I 0 o ) - Q( I = o) = HEAT PUMPED, WATTS/COUPLE OR WATTS/(m2 fin area)
6. COP = COEFFICIENT OF PERFORMANCE = AQ/VI, UNITLESS
7. I = CURRENT, AMPS
8. GEOMETRY FACTOR = (2/a)A , cm
9. COP x Q = COP WEIGHTED IN FAVOR OF NET TOTAL HEAT FLOW
10. COP x AQ = COP WEIGHTED IN FAVOR OF HEAT PUMPED
11. 8(T) = THOMSON COEFFICIENT, T(dS/dT), 4V/OK
_ _ 1_1_
tor (1/a)A remains the same, and. that this factor is an im-
portant optimization parameter.
With. the above model, radiation between the fin and. space-
craft surfaces is assumed. to be negligible. The effect of ther-
mal barriers at the TED-fin and TED-spacecraft interfaces are
taken into account by using a decreased TED Figure of Merit,
Z, relative to the Z value of the bulk material, by picking a
practical module Z of 2.55 (room temperature). The Seebeck co-
efficient of the bulk material is corrected to reflect the de-
crease in Z. Th.e thermoelectric parameters are inserted into
the computer program as 4th order polynomials in temperature, as
demonstrated in the Second. Quarterly Report.
The electrical analog circuit of the heat sink model is
shown in Figure 4, and the major assumptions involved are listed,
along with the sources of the heats to be summed at the two nodes.
Th.e fourth. assumption implies that the differential equation for
the temperature as a function of distance along the semiconductor
1leg has been linearized. The temperature dependent parameters
are written as integrals of polynomials, so that average thermo-
electric parameters can be used. for any temperature range. For
example, the heat flow along a semiconductor bar, such as that
shown in Figure 3(b), due to thermal conduction is
q = (a/2) x k(T)(d.T/dx)dx,
or, as an average,
q = (a/.)kAT
where k = (1/AT) AT k(T)dT.
The same operations are performed. on the electrical re-
sistivity and Thomson coefficient. Then one half of each of
13
INCIDENT
RADIATION
HEAT RADIATED
AWAY
PELTIER HEAT
ONE HALF THOMSON
HEAT CONDUCTION,
P-TYPE LEG
PELTIER HEAT
HALF JOULE HEAT
at T S
HEAT CONDUCTION,
N-TYPE LEG
SPACECRAFT
\ NODE at
ONE HALF THOMSON
HEAT
)NE HALF JOULE HEAT
Figure 4. +~1
ANALOG CIRCUIT FOR HEAT SINK MODEL
ASSUMPTIONS:
1. NO RADIATION LOSS FROM SURFACE OF FIN FACING HEAT
SINK, OR FROM SIDES OF SEMICONDUCTOR LEGS.
2. THERMAL BARRIERS AT TED INTERFACES TAKEN INTO AC-
COUNT WHEN TED THERMOELECTRIC PARAMETERS ARE MEA-
SURED.
3. RADIATOR FIN IS ISOTHERM AT T S.
4. ONE HALF THE HEAT DUE TO THE THOMSON AND JOULE
EFFECTS APPEARS AT EACH NODE.
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these sources of bulk heat flow is summed at each end of the TED.
The complexities of an exact numerical solution to the above-
mentioned differential equation are discussed by Sherman, et.al.,2
and the errors involved in using average parameters are delineated.
None of the examples given by them correspond to the material used
in this study, but from past experience with. Bi Te3, we estimate
the errors in the results to be less than +15% in the heat pump-
ing rate and. fin temperature, and. less than 5% in the power gener-
ation mode. This is because in the heat pumping mode the net
heat flux is the difference between the Peltier heat and that
due to the Joule effect plus thermal conduction, and the net heat
flux is smaller than either of them at reasonably high current
and temperature gradient. Thus small percentage changes in either
of the latter two terms can make a large difference in the net
heat pumping rate. On the other hand, in the power generation
mode, the Peltier and thermally conducted heats are in the same
direction and their sum is large compared to the Thomson and Joule
heats for reasonable electric currents. Thus a small change in
either term has less effect on the power generated.. This can be
seen in Figure 5, where the effect of adding the Thomson effect
is shown to be considerably greater in the heat pumping regime
at higher currents than in the power generation regime toward
lower currents.
The equations for heat flow across the TED - heat sink
interface are given in Table III. They were derived in the Se-
cond. Quarterly Report from the analog circuit shown in Figure
2 of this report. Definitions of terms are given in Table II.
Note that the COP defined here is with. an initial AT across the
module, in contrast to the usual case, where Q(I=O) = 0. Table
IV lists the partial derivatives of the heat pumped, (AQ in
Table II) with. respect to (Q/a) and. I. They are derived using
Leibnitz'%rule and. th.e chain rule from equations 1 and. 2 in
Table III, and. th.e heat flow at zero current:
Q(I=O) = 2(a/_)kAT.
15
WITH THOMSON
HEAT OUT OF SPACECRAFT,
THIS QUADRANT EFFECT
£ = 9 2.9
( = 460 W/m
(R/a)A = 120 cm
SINK TEMP. = 300 K
-80
E
~-60
-40
II
-20
0
20
400 500
Fig. 5. Magnitude of Thomson Effect.
100 200 300
INPUT POWER, VI, W/m2
-100
TABLE III
EQUATIONS ARE WRITTEN ON A PER COUPLE BASIS, WITH "A" cm 2 OF FIN AREA PER COUPLE.
HEAT IS PUMPED INTO OR OUT OF HEAT SINK DEPENDING ON CURRENT DIRECTION,
HEAT FLOW EQUATION AT SPACECRAFT NODE:
1. Q1 = 2(a/f)kT + 2S 1 T1 1I + p(f/a)I 2 + IAT Watts/Couple
HEAT FLOW EQUATION AT SPACECRAFT NODE FROM ENERGY CONSERVATION AT THE RADIATOR NODE:
2. Q1 = aAsin(Y) - ECAT S + 2[S1T 1 -SSTS]I + 2p(f/a)I2 + 26IAT Watts/Couple
THIS IS THE SUM OF THE ELECTRICAL INPUT POWER AND THE RADIATION BALANCE AT THE FIN NODE.
ELECTRICAL INPUT POWER EQUATION:
3. VI = 2p(f/a)I2 + 2[S 1T 1 -SsTs]I + 26IAT Watts/Couple
TEMPERATURE AVERAGED THERMOELECTRIC PARAMETERS:
4. k k(1/AT) T T)dT 5. P =(I/AT T1 p(T)dT 6. ' =( T)l T T(dS/dT)dT1
EQUATIONS 1. AND 2. ARE SOLVED SIMULTANEOUSLY FOR THE FIN TEMPERATURE.
TABLE IV
THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF AQ = Q(I/O)-Q(I=O) WITH RESPECT TO (1/a) AND I ARE USED IN A
COMPUTER PROGRAMMED OPTIMIZING PROCESS TO FIND THE MAXIMUM AQ THAT CAN BE PUMPED OUT OF
THE SPACECRAFT, AT OPTIMUM (,/a)A AND OPTIMUM CURRENT.
1. aAQ/aI = 0 = 2S 1T 1 - SsTs] + 28SI + 4(1/a) sI
4[2(I/a)FSI + OSI + 2S1 TI] -2ISS+2(1/a)pSI 2/AT
- 2(j/a)psI2 /AT -4EaAT /2kS(a/1) -AT / 2ks(a/) (/a)PsI 2 /AT
+ (j/a)psI 2/AT + SI 3 |
2. AQ/a(f/a( ) = o = 2apI + 8cEAT kSO(TsO-T1)/ [(//a)2(4cEATSO + 2kSo(a/O))
+| [-4cATs3-2(1/a) PsI2/AT- 2SsI + 2I2(J/a)ps/AT]
PSTSO SOS
x [2(ksAT-ks0o LTSO-T )(a/) + 4kss(Ts-T 1 )/(//a)3 (4ATs 3 +2ks(a//))
- pS /2kS(a//) + OSI + (//a)SI2 /AT
- (/a)pSI /AT]
TSo = T S (I=O); SUBSCRIPT "SO" DENOTES PARAMETER EVALUATED AT TS0; SUBSCRIPTS "S" AND
"1" DENOTE PARAMETERS EVALUATED AT T S AND T 1, RESPECTIVELY.

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For each. optimization parameter (,/a)and. I, two equations are
obtained, and dTs/d.(Q/a) and dTS/dI are eliminated to obtain
the final equations. Note that these equations are valid only
at the extrema, but vary monotonically, so that they can easily
be used. in a computer program to find. the optimum (J/a)A and.
input power for maximum heat removal from the spacecraft. This
will be discussed in more detail later.'
TED Operation In General
The general features of the results of the TED analysis can
be seen from Figures 6 and 7. These curves give the difference
in heat flow, AQ, between the situation with. the TED's powered
and that with. the TED's unpowered as a function of input elec-
trical ·power. They are shown here over a much greater range of
input powers than can be used, as will be explained shortly.
The (./a)A value is an arbitrary value picked for purposes of
illustration. To help visualize the geometry for (2/a)A = 100cm,
take each. leg to be a *cube 1 cm on a side. Then the radiator
would be a square 10 cm on a side. Figure 6 illustrates behavior
as the absorbed incident radiation changes from Sun side, ' =90° ,
to dark side, y =0 °, at a constant sink temperature. Figure 7
shows how the curves shift as the heat sink temperature varies
between 3300 K and 270°K at a constant absorbed. incident flux,
Sun side in this case.
The observations that can be made concerning Figures 6 and
7 are these. There are three modes of operation. The first is
shown in the first quadrant, and is heat pumped out of the
spacecraft. Figure 6 shows that for = 900, or full sun inci-
dence, there is a broad maximum in the curve at about 200 W/m2
= .4 W/couple input power, above which Joule heating and. thermal
conductivity begin to dominate and. decrease the heat rejection
capability. The maximum moves toward. lower input powers as the
incident radiation decreases ( going from 900 to 00), and as
the maximum nQ decreases. Note that the COP at the peak is
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Figure 6. Illustration of the three modes of operation of the
TED heat sink model for an arbitrary (Q/a)A and constant sink
temperature. AQ is heat flow due only to the electrical input
power to the TED. First quadrant is removal of heat sink,
second and. third quadrants are power generation (Inset) and
fourth. quadrant is heat piped. into heat sink. The family of
curves is for angle of tilt of surface with respect to Sun,
from fu~l Sun ('=90° ) to dark side (0=0°). Multiply VI by
2 x 10 - m2/couple to get VI in Watts/couple.
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HEAT OUT OF HEAT SINK,
THIS QUADRA'NT
/Ts 0K
0'---~ ~ TS'- K
o0 260 300 400 500 600 700 300
INPUT POWER, VI, WATTS - 3
270
100 \.4
330
E.
eat from sinkEAT INTO HEAT SINK,rd quadrants are power generation
4o \kTHIS QUADRANT .
family of curves is for different heat sink temperatures. Mul-
tiply VI by 2 x - m2/couple to get VI in Watts/couple.
, =9 ,o
, 50o ('/a)A- ,oo cT 20
CY A = 20 cm
6700K
700270 jo
Figure 7. Illustration of three modes of operation of the TED
heatsink model for an arbitrary'constant (.l/a)A and. full sun
incidence (Y=90°). AQ is the heat flow due only to the elec-
trical input power to the TED. First quadrant is removal of
heat from sink, second and. third. quadrants are power generation
(Inset) and fourth. quadrant is heat piped. into heat sink. The
family of curves is for different heat sink temperatures. Mul-
tiply VI by 2 x 10-3 m2/couple to get VI in Watts/couple.
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generally less than one., but (for Y=90° ) by reducing the AQ
pumped by one half, the COP can be increased. by a factor of 4.
For (=0°, this is even more dramatic, since only 10% of the
possible AQ need be sacrificed. to increase th.e COP from .75
to 2. This implies that there is an important trade-off to
be made between the maximum AQ that can be pumped. out of the
spacecraft and. a reasonable cost in input power. For this rea-
son, a better criterion for this model might be a weighted COP
such. as COP x AQ. It was also shown in the Second. Quarterly
Report that there is a maximum in these curves with. respect to
(.k/a)A. More will be said about this later.
The second. mode of operation is the power generation mode,
for negative input power, VI. It is expanded in the figure insets.
The largest amount of power generated is for AQ out of the space-
craft on the dark side. The peak of each curve occurs where
the load resistance is equal to the 'internal resistance of the
module. A smaller amount of power is generated on the sun side
for AQ into the spacecraft. There thus will be an angle of tilt,
or a value of absorbed heat, for which there can be no power
generated, and at VI = 0 there will be no AT across the module.
From the inset, it can be seen that this will be a little less
than e = 90 ° .
The third. mode of operation, shown in the fourth quadrant,
is for pumping heat into the spacecraft. In this case the
Peltier term and. th.e Joule term are of the same sign, and. there
is no optimum VI. At VI = 200 W/m , almost four times as much
heat can be pumped. into the spacecraft as can be pumped. out,
for opposite current directions, of course. The COP is about
four times as great also. This is true of the dark side as
well, so that heat can be prevented from being radiated into
space and. therefor becomes part of the overall thermal control
capability.
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Figure 7 shows much. the same phenomena for a constant
(,/a)A and ~ over a variety of heat sink temperatures. Note
that the heat sink temperature has less effect on the heat
pumped in than on the heat pumped out. Comparing Figures 6 and
7, it is observed that the power generated for the Y = 90 °,
TS=2700°K case is about the same as for the y = 0°, TS=3000 case,
but with. the opposite direction of heat flow.
Three-dimensional graphs of various quantities of interest
for two typical cases will now be presented.:
1. Sun side illumination, sink temperature = 300 0K.
2. Dark side illumination (ie., no illumination), sink
temperature = 3000 K.
AQ, TS, COP, and. COP x AQ are plotted. against (Q/a)A and VI for
each. of these two cases. These surfaces are intended to give
a qualitative picture of TED operation, and accurate numbers
are obtained. from a computer program that finds the peaks of
the surfaces without calculating out all the points necessary for
these plots.
Figure 8(a) and. 8(b) are two views of AQ = Q(IZ0) - Q(I=0)
for the Sun side. The curves running parallel to the VI axis are
similar to those shown in Figures 6 and. 7. The fifth. curve from
the VI axis is for (f/a)A = 100cm, and. is identical to the first
quadrant portion of the curve for V= 90° and TS = 3000K in
Figures 6 and. 7. There is obviously a maximum with. respect to
both VI and (J/a)A. Fortunately, the optimum (&/a)A changes
very little with. VI for maximum AQ, as shown in Figure 9. This,
then, will not be a design criterion when optimizing for maximum
range of control, +AQ.
The dark side AQ is presented. in Figures 10(a) and. (b).
It has the same features as for the sun side, and. in addition the
general shape of the power generation region can be surmized
'from the shape of the .line where the surface pierces the AQ 7
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0(a)
Figure 8 (a). Three-Dimensional View of AQ = Q(IfO) - Q(I=O) for
the Sun Side. Demonstrates a maximum AQ with respect to both (1/a)A
and VI. VI increments are 20 W/m 2 and full scale is 580 W/m 2 .
Multiply by 2x10-3 m 2/couple to get W/couple. (Z/a)A increments are
20 cm., and full scale is 580 cm. Heat is out of the spacecraft
for the octant shown. AQ at maximum is 115 W/m 2 , optimum VI is
244 W/m 2, and optimum (Q/a)A is 83 cm.
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A Q =Q-Q(Io)
(b)
Figure 8 (b). Second view of Figure 8 (a). Same scale.
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SUN SIDE
6 = .4
E = .9
SINK TEMP. = 300 K
FOR Q(I / O)
FOR AQ = Q(I / O) - Q(I = 0)
3bo 4'00 500
INPUT POWER, VI, W/m 2
Fig. 9. Optimum (1/a)A as a Function of Input Power for
Q and AQ. Of importance if it is desired to operate at a
lower' VI than optimum VI (for maximum Q or AQ) to increase
the COP.
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Figure 10 (a). AQ for the Dark Side. Same scale as for Figure 8.
Note that the line where the surface pierces the (./a)A - AQ plane
is where it enters the power generation region. Heat is out of the
spacecraft for the octant shown. AQ at maximum is 80 W/m 2 . Optimum
(t/a)A is 65 cm. Optimum VI is 98 W/m 2.
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AQ=Q - Q( = )
(b)
Figure 10 (b). Second view of 10 (a). Same scale.
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(.)/a)A plane. There will also be optimum (j/a)A's for the modes
of heat pumped. into the spacecraft and. power generation, but the
importance of operating at optimum ((/a)A for heat pumped. out of
the spacecraft is evident.
The surfaces for COP are shown in Figures 11(a) and 11(b).
They show the expected. increase in COP with. decreasing VI, and a
maximum with. respect to (Q/a)A, occuring at about an (Q/a)A of
80 cm. The COP for the dark side rises faster than that for
the sun side, as was seen from Figure 6 and. 7.
The COP weighted with. AQ, ie., COP x AQ, is shown in
Figures 12(a), 12(b) and 12(c). Th.ey have the same general char-
acteristics as the COP. It is seen that COP increases faster
than the heat pumping capability decreases, at least down to an
input power of 0.04 W/couple, where the data ends. The numbers
associated. with. two points on the surfaces are given in the
captions for purposes of comparison.
The fin temperatures are displayed in Figures 13(a), 13(b),
and 13(c) for the sun side, and Figure 13(d) for the dark side.
Figures 13(b) and 13(c) are expanded scale views of 13(a). It
can be seen that there is a rapid. increase in radiator temperature
as (2/a)A increases from zero, and. a more gradual rise as VI
increases. Th.e temperatures at the points at which maximum AQ
is being pumped. are marked with. crosses.
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COP :
(a)
Figure 11 (a). Three-Dimensional View of Sun Side COP. Shows maximum
with respect to (f/a)A but not VI. (9/a)A and VI scales are same as
for Figure 8. COP at maximum AQ is marked with an x, and is about
.5.
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COP
(b)
Figure 11 (b). Dark Side COP at Maximum AQ. Same scale as Figure
8. COP at maximum AQ is marked with an x, and is about .82.
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\
(a)
Figure 12 (a). Three-Dimensional View of COP Weighted With Respect
to AQ, COP x AQ for Sun Side. Displays maximum with respect to
(i/a)A, but not with respect to VI. Same base plane scales as
Figure 8. At point X, AQ=93 W/m 2 and COP=1.16. At point U,
AQ=53 W/m 2 and COP=2.6.
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SUN SIDE
3oo oK sink
COP xAQ
IIS /-u
(b)
Figure 12 (b). Second View of Figure 12 (a). Same scale.
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COP x(Q -Q(l=oj0
( c )
Figure 12 (c).. Dark Side COP x &Q. Same base plane scales as for
Figure 12 a). At point X, AQ=8 0 W/m 2 and COP=i. At point U,
&Q=6 7 W/m 2 and COP=3.35.
FIN Tl.MPI rRATIJlIE,
Tfill
300°K
SUN SIDE
02 .4
E= .9
sink Temp. = 300 K
0o
(a)
Figure13 (a). Three-Dimensional View of Sun Side Radiator Fin
Temperature. Point where AQ is maximum is marked with "X".
Tf =3600 K at this point. Base plane scales are the same as
for Figure 8.
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qpla)X
Figure 13 (b).
-300 K
(b)
Expanded Scale View of Figure 13 (a).
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( c)
Figure 13 (c). Another View of Figure 13 (b).
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FIN TEMP.
60 °K
'---- --
-2- --
(d)
Figure 13 (d).
Figure 13 (a).
Dark Side Fin Temperature. Same scale as for
Tfi at maximum AQ is 2960 K.
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Optimization With Respect To AQ
Results of th.e optimization calculations are presented in
Figures 14 through 18. They are the maximum heat that can be
transferred. out of th.e heat sink for a given heat sink tempera-
ture, 0< , £, and. Y. Th.e abscissas of all the figures are th.e
absorbed. incident radiation = O( Qsin(y). The maximum value is
for C( = .5 and. Y = 90 ° . Any combination of 0( and. which pro-
duces an absorbed. heat within this range is included.. Four fami-
lies of curves are given for values of E = .9, .7, .6 and .5.
For each. of these there are seven heat sink temperatures, from
330 0K to 270°K. As Figure 14 shows, th.e heat that can be pumped
out decreases with. sink temperature because the material figure
of merit decreases with. temperature and because of the T law.
The decrease with absorbed. radiation is for the same reasons and
the decrease with. decreasing £ is obvious.
The fin temperature, TS, shown in Figure 15, decreases with
th.e heat sink temperature because for fixed. absorbed radiation the AT
is very approximately a constant. Hence, tf.e fin temperature
tends to follow the sink temperature. It increases to partially
compensate for decreasing £. It decreases with. decreasing ab-
sorbed incident radiation because there is less heat to radiate.
The equation at the fin node for the heat pumped. is of
the form.
AQ = -ATS-oTS4] +VI,
where TS is for I/0 and. T S is at 1=0. As th.e optimum TS de-
creases with. decreasing absorbed incident radiation or with.
decreasing sink temperature, the input power for maximum AQ
would be expected to go down, as we see it does from Figure 16.
Also from Figures 6 and 7, it can be seen that th.e power
generation region moves into th.e quadrant for heat flow
out of th.e spacecraft, wh.ich moves th.e optimum VI down in
magnitude. However, the optimum VI decreases with.
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Figure 1 4. Maximum Q that can be pumped out of spacecraft. A=20cm
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Figure 14. (c) c=.6, (d) e=.5
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Figure 15. Radiator Fin Temperature at Maximum AQ. A=20em Every
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Figure 16. Optimum VI for Maximum AQ. Multiply VI scale by 2x10l3
M2 /couple to get VI in Watts/couple. A=20cm2 . EverE combination of
c<and J is represented up too =.5, 4=90 . o=1.4KW/M . (a) s=.9
(b) C=.7
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Figure 17. Optimum V/a)A at Maximum AQ. The parameter is sink
temperature. A=20cm . Every2 combination of o( and Y is represented
up to U=.5, &=90 . o=1.4KW/M . (a) 6=.7, (b) c=.9
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Figure 17. (c) c=.6, (d) c=.5
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Figure 18. COP at Maximum AQ. The parameter is sink temperature.
A=20cm . Every cqmbination of c and 6 is represented up to o(=.5,
~=90 . =1.4KW/M . (a) c=.9, (b) E=.7
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decreasing £, while T S increases. This is because the T law
does not quite make up for the decrease in e, and. the Joule heat
and the thermal conductivity begin to dominate at lower VI's,
moving the optimum VI to lower values.
The behavior of th.e optimum (k/a)A is more complex than
that of the other parameters because it depends more on inter-
action between them. As shown in Figure 17, it increases with
decreasing sink temperature because as th.e resistivity decreases,
the optimum VI decreases. Also, the Joule heat becomes less
important while the thermal conductivity becomes more important.
Further, the radiator temperature is increased. which improves
heat rejection. The optimum (J/a)A increases with. decreasing
£, again increasing th.e radiator temperature. Th.e peaks of the
optimum (J/a)A curves vs. o0c2sin(^") occur when there is no temp-
erature difference across th.e module at I=O, ie., where the power
generation mode changes from heat flowing into the spacecraft
to heat flowing out. These points are marked. by x's in Figure
7 and are calculated. from O4Qsin(Q) = LNT1 4 eATs (see discussion
of Figures 6 and. 7). When the absorbed. heat is such. that at I=O
there is a net flow into the spacecraft, the optimum (f/a)A
increases with. decreasing absorbed. flux (for a given sink temp-
erature). This is because the optimum VI decreases, decreasing
the importance of the Joule term, and. the (,/a)A can be increased
to decrease the effect of thermal conduction. When the absorbed.
heat has decreased to th.e point where power is generated. for
heat flow out of the spacecraft, the peak in optimum (<./a)A is
crossed, and optimum (Q/a)A decreases with. further decrease in
absorbed heat. This is because heat conduction is favorable to
the direction it is desired to pump heat, and there is benefit
to increasing the effect of thermal conduction and. decreasing
the electrical resistance.
Th.e COP at maximum AQ, shown in Figure 18, is just the
value of AQ from Figure 4 divided by the corresponding VI values
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from Figure 6. The COP increases toward the dark side, as dis-
cussed. in relation to Figure 6 and. 7. The curves cross at low
incident fluxes because the optimum input power decreases faster
than the maximum AQ at low heat sink temperatures.
Optimization With. Respect To Q
When designing a TED thermal control system or when in-
vestigating the application of TED's to a system which has al-
ready been designed with. thermal control capability, such. as the
Phase B space station and. its freon system, the total heat flow,
Q, must be considered as well as th.e range of thermal control,
+AQ, discussed. in the last section. To illustrate, consider that
the unpowered. TED placed in the Phase B system is simply an in-
sulating layer. On the Sun side, it helps keep the spacecraft
cooler, but on th.e dark side it hinders heat rejection. When
powered. at optimum VI, Sun side TED's can not only shut off all
incoming heat, but pump a net amount out of the spacecraft. On
th.e dark side, although the TED's can pump a finite AQ as has
been shown, they cannot equal the heat rejection without TED's
(for present materials and. system arrangement). They provide
a range of control, +_Q, but for a given spacecraft geometry
and its cooling system, a determination must be made as to whe-
th.er. or not the benefits of TED's on the Sun side can make up
for the degradation on the dark side and. what, if any, power is
required.. All modes of operation, such. as powering Sun side
TED's with generated. power from dark side TED's, or short cir-
cuiting some TED's on. the dark side to increase their thermal
conductivity while powering others must be examined..
Figures 19 and. 20 show total heat flow, Q, for the same
conditions a-s shown in Figures 8 through 13. The maximum Q(I0O)
indicated in Figure 19 occurs at a different optimum (R./a)A and.
optimum VI than that for maximum AQ = Q(I/O) - Q(I=O) (See Fig.
8) because Q(I=O) depends on (,/a)A. This implies that a design
choice must be made between maximum range of control, +AQ, or
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Q.=
(a)
Figure 19. (a) Three-Dimensional View of Net Total
Heat Flow, Q. Top octant is heat out of spacecraft,
bottom octant is heat in. Same bade plane scales
as Fig. 8. Q at maximum is 68 W/m , optimum VI is
230 W/m2 , and optimum (9/a)A is 130 cm.
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(b)
Figure 19.(b) Second View of Fig.19 (a). Same scales.
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Figure 19.(c) Third View of Fig.19(a). Same scales.
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Figure 20. (a) Dark Side Net Total Heat Flow, Q. Octant
shown is for heat pumped out of spacecraft. Base plane
scales are same as for Fig. 8. (f/a)A along ridge i
about 40 cm. Maximum Q out of spacecraft is 413 W/m
for sink without TED's.
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maximum total heat rejection, or a compromise reached. Since
the maxima involved are so broad., this is not likely to be too
severe a limitation. In Figure 19, the lower base plane is
the amount of heat flowing into the spacecraft (heat sink) with.
no TED's attach.ed. Under conditions with. TED's attached and.
powered., the Q curves pierce the zero-heat flow plane where
indicated. by the small circles, ie., heat flow into th.e space-
craft d.ue to full solar radiation has been shut off. Eventually,
at the proper (e/a)A and VI, the maximum net total heat flow, Q,
is reached.. Note that the order of magnitude of the maximum
Q's and AQ's are on the order of the peak average heat rejection
of the current freon system.
The dark side, shown in Figure 20, has the characteristics
discussed. previously. The heat flow out of the spacecraft
is a maximum for no TED's, where the surface intersects the Q
axis, and powered operation of the TED's. cannot equal it. It
is evident that operation along the ridge at about an (X./a)A of
40 to 60 cm would be best. This is where the maximum shown in
Figure 10 occurs for AQ on the dark side.
Figure 21 shows COP x Q, a COP weighted in favor of net
total heat flow, Q. It has a maximum with. respect to VI as
well as (g/a)A, in contrast to COP. Remember that Q (out
of the sink at this maximum) should be ad.d.ed to the heat that
would be flowing into the spacecraft without TED's to obtain th.e
benefits of heat rejection under these conditions. TED's on
the dark side of the same (;/a)A would hurt heat rejection but
not by as much. as th.e sun side was helped..
Data on the optimization of net total Q flow is presented.
in. Figures 22 through 24. The purpose of presenting the data
is similar to that for optimum AQ, as shown in Figures 8 through.
11, although th.e results are quite different. In Figure 22, it
can be seen that th.e optimum (./a)A increases with. decreasing
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COP x Q
(a)
Figure 21. (a) Three-Dimensional View of COP Weigh.ted with.
Q, or COP x Q, for Sun Side. Base plane scales are same
as for Fig.8. Has maximum with. 2 respect to VI as well as
(f/a)A. Q at maximum is 43 W/m and. COP is 1.65.
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Fig.21.(b) Second View of Fig.21(a). Same scales.
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COP x Q
(c )
Fig.21.(c). Dark Side COP x Q. Same scales for base plane
as Fig.8. At point "x2, Q = 332 W/m and. COP = .95. Atpoint "u" Q 1 W/m and Dark Side
= \\ d O= .4
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Figure 22. Optimum (I/a)A for maximum net heat flow, Q,
out of heat sink at optimum VI. Every combination of
and y is represented utp to C =.4, Y =90° .
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Figlire 23. Maximum Net Amount of Heat Flow Out of Space-
craft at Optimum (U/a)A and Optimum VI. C is constant.
E-very combination of 7 and U is represented pip to 2 = .4
and Y= 900 To the left of the dotted line the heat rejection
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represented up to 2 = .4, Y= 900. Multiply VI by 2 x 10
m /couple, to get VI in Watts/couple.
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sink temperature. This happens because there is a need to in-
crease the radiator area to offset th.e lower radiator tempera-
ture. The optimum ( /a)A decreases with. decreasing absorbed.
incident radiation also, until a point is reached for which
the optimum ( /a)A = 0. This simply means, as mentioned. above,
that no net advantage can be gained. by having TED's in the
system for cooling purposes on the dark side, except for th.e
+AQ control available. The points where the curves intersect
the abscissa are where -Qmax = <sin()- sT4nkmax sink
Returning to Figure 9, it can be seen that the optimum
( a)A changes with operating input power, VI. This becomes a
design criteria when designing for maximum Q if it is desired
to operate at a VI lower than th.e optimum VI in order to in-
crease the COP.
As the optimum (f4/a)A approaches zero, as in Figure 22,
the maximum net total heat that can be rejected. approaches
the value for no TED's as shown in Figure 23. The maximum Q
out of th.e sink increases as th.e absorbed. radiation decreases
and. heat sink temperatures increase largely because the TED
becomes less of an insulating layer, and. can be powered. more
because of decreasing resistance and. AT. At the points where
the incident flux becomes too low for the TED's to give an
advantage in cooling (dotted line in Fig. 23), the equation
for the lines becomes Q = c4sin(y) - Tsink.  To the high
flux side of the dotted. line, it can be seen that the curved.
portions of the lines fall above the lines for no TED's (dashed),
showing the advantage of TED's.
The optimum input power shown in Figure 24 increases with
absorbed incident radiation at first, and. then decreases be-
cause the,advantage of an insulating effect becomes dominant.
The same thing happens for decreasing sink temperatures, so
th.e curves cross as shown. The points of intersection on the
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abscissa correspond to those in Figure 22.
Correlation With. Phase B Results
Closed form equations were derived in the Second Quar-
terly Report for Q which employed. a Taylor expansion lineari-
zation of the T law and constant TED parameters. The optimum
( /a)A found from it predicted that below a certain value of
QN' the optimum (f/a)A would be zero, and. above a certain value
of QN it would. be infinite (perfect insulator), where
QN = sin() - T4sink
This is the heat that would be flowing when no TED's were on
the spacecraft. Figure 25 shows that the two models agree
qualitatively and. fairly well quantitatively also.
Summary
Th.e operation. of TED's radiating into space h.as been
characterized by the maximum amount of heat, 3zQ, that can be
pumped. away from a heat sink at a temperature T1, with. a given
amount of incident radiation. Since it has been shown that,
with a reversal of input current but the same input power,
several times more heat can be pumped. into the s~pacecraft as
out, the range of thermal control is limited. by this maximum
AQ. It has also been shown that for AQ out of the spacecraft
there is an optimum (2/a)A and. an optimum VI. Visualization
of these characteristics is provided by Figures 6 and. 7 and. by
the three dimensional surfaces. Quantitative characterization
is provided by Figures 14 through 18.
It should be emphasized again that in a design procedure
for thermal control of a body in Earth. orbit operating in a
barbeque m od.e, it is necessary to find a compromise (&/a)A and.
VI since all surfaces will be exposed to the full radiation
flux range. Considerations include the fact that individual
TED's would receive different amounts of incident radiation
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at different times, and. that the COP may have to be kept above
some minimum for reasons of electrical power cost under worst
possible incident radiation conditions. It should. be kept in
mind that, in designing a system to be cooled. by TED's, the
optimum geometry ((Q/a)A) and operating input power will be
different if examined with. respect to the maximum range of ther-
mal control (+AQ) than with. respect to maximum net heat flow
out of the spacecraft (Q). It will be necessary to decide
which is more important when comparing with. other cooling sys-
tems. Considerations such. as precise control and lack of moving
parts and fluids will be important also.
If th.is model were to be applied. to a spacecraft of the
Phase B type, each. TED-fin section would have to be weighted
with. respect to h.eat sink temperature and. incident flux accord.-
ing to its position on the surface. From these results, an opti-
mum (.£/a)A could. be determined for each. 'position, then trade-
offs would. have to be considered between COP, optimum (e/a)A
(for maximum heat pumped.), available electrical power, and
operating mode (open circuit, short circuit, power generation,
or powered.). These considerations would provide the basis for
predicting total heat rejection and. control. If heat rejection
is greater than that without TED's in the system, the space-
craft will be cooled. beyond what the fluid. system will do. If
the radiator surface area can be adjusted for specific thermal
load. requirements so that the correct average amount of heat
can be rejected. with. the TED's passive, the range of control
will be maximized.
The data in this section represents the completion of
the Intermediate TED Analysis Study. Th.e derived information
will be employed. during the next and. final quarter of the exist-
ing contract to present useful predictions and engineering
descriptions of various TED applications and characteristics.
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CONCEPTS STUDY
Introduction
Several concepts for application TED Thermal Control
other than for the specific Phase B comparison based on bulk
module studies have been examined. during the past quarter.
These include:
1. Cooling of EVA equipment.
2. Moon station.
3. Solar array cooling for both. moon and. space stations.
4. Critical isolated. communications, electronic or in-
strument packages.
5. Space station control geometries other than that of
the Ph.ase B system.
6. Thin film geometries.
Items 1-3 are related to applications of a TED thermal control
systems having a dependence on an associated. radiator of finite
area and some sort of sink through. which. heat flow is controlled..
Unique to items 4 and. 5 are special problems of isolation. Crit-
ical temperature control in a changing thermal environment or
special means of applying TED's. Item 6 involves investigating
thin film or thin layer geometries suitable for thermal control
which differs from the bulk module approach taken in this study.
The first 3 items are strictly applicational oriented. and
a discussion of control capability would. be superfluous at this
time since it would depend on a practical TED system, the load
level, load. variability and. geometry. The fourth. item relates
to spot thermal control of critical components with. heat sinks
either connected. to the surrounding structure or radiators.
Further it includes thermal control between two radiators lo-
cated within the space craft one of which is TED controlled.
and. connected. to an isolated. system. This concept has been con-
sidered as a means for cooling the camera structures in the LST.
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Included in 5 are the possibilities of utilizing TED's
between two fluids in a heat exchanger and also between a heat
exchanger and. radiator webbed. with. heat pipes. The latter would.
employ a high packing density TED. Item 6 is self explanatory.
Consideration has been given to the concepts in general.
Although none of them can be given the attention applied. to the
Phase B investigation two were selected. for further examination.
The selections, to be separately discussed, were based. on there
being sufficient difference between them and. the Phase B study.
TED's With. Heat Pipe Radiator
Figure 26, shows a sketch. of an applicational concept
where the TED's are connected. between a radiator and a heat
exchanger. If we assume no interface temperature drop on
either side of the TED then TFi = T 1 and. T = Tsink
The TED pack would. consist of a high density of thermo-
electric couples which would. control the heat flow from the
heat exchanger to the isothermal radiator through. the connect-
ing heat pipe. Thermal control would. be different than that
found in the Intermediate TED or the Phase B analysis.
Computations based on this concept were made regarding
TED packing density and. radiator area. Assuming an isothermal
cylindrical radiator with. its length. 5 times its diameter,
calculations were made and results obtained. on a per square
meter basis and are given in Table V. The (.Q/a)A value was
selected from the Phase B analysis to be 60 cm. The 2/a value
was 3.24. Hence there are 538 couples required. per square meter.
2 2
If each couple occupies .03 cm , a module area of about 16 cm
or 4 cm oh a side is obtained. Sun was incident on one side
and no radiation from earth. was considered.
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TABLE V.
Control Capability Of A TED-Heat Pipe Radiator
Current Electrical Power Tx(OK) T (OK) Rejected. Heat
(amps) (Watts)
0 0 270 257 55
1.85 15.5 270 270 100
Note that with. 1.85 amps the h.eat rejection is very nearly dou-
bled. giving an additional 45 watts/m 2 heat rejection at a cost
of 15.5 watts. Since 1.85 amps is below the value for maximum
heat rejection a greater control range is expected.. Control,
closer to the 55 W/m2 point would be even more efficient than
indicated in Table V. Th.e power generation mode was not con-
sidered. in this analysis.
Th.in Film TED Radiators
The concept of employing thin film TED's has been a long
range goal in our studies. During the past quarter period, con-
sideration was given to' means of constructing such a system and.
its geometric layout.
Figure 27, is a schematic of a thin film TED radiator
section. Preliminary calculations based. on results of the Phase
B study indicates that about 50% of the total radiator surface
would be utilized. for the TED thermal control radiator portion.
Behavior of th.e th.in film system is such. that the insula-
ting effects are reduced over that found. in the Phase B compari-
son utilizing a bulk approach.. Therefore, differences in heat
rejection'between the unpowered TED thin film system and the
Phase B system will be much. smaller than found. in our present
study.
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Along with. the above, other characteristics of the thin
film system indicate a superiority over the bulk approach..
Mechanical integrity is improved.. Most of our present method of
analysis will apply to the thin film system. A detailed program
outline is being prepared. to implement a thin film study as a
separate task.
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PLANS FOR FUTURE WORK
During the next and. final quarter period. of the present
contract the following work is planned..
1. Finalize a specific TED Analysis based. on the completed.
Intermediate TED study. This will be a system characteri-
zation without a comparison compromise.
2. Finalize the Phase B comparison study.
3. Finalize a TED concept evaluation and. make recommendations.
4. Identify other spacecraft applications of TED.
5. List the conclusion reached during this year's work and. make
recommendations where continued. effort would. be beneficial
to the overall objectives of the program.
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